
The world’s 

wicked problems 

What it will 

take to solve 

them 



Poverty 

Inequality 

Climate change 

Degradation of ecosystem services 

Loss of biodiversity 

War….. 

Declining mental health 









Today’s global economy 

Assumes humans behave as “Rational Utility Maximisers” 

Assumes natural resources are limitless 

Waste is only a nuisance 

Requires perpetual growth driven by consumption 

The real economy 

Everything is connected to everything 

Everything’s got to go somewhere 

There’s no such thing as a free lunch 







Affection Protection 

Understanding 

Participation 

Subsistence 

Freedom 

Identity Idleness  

Creation  









Research-implementation gap 

Conservation science 

Two thirds of conservation assessments published in the peer-reviewed 
scientific literature do not deliver conservation action, primarily because most 

researchers never plan for implementation (Knight et al 2008)  

Management science 

Despite lots of knowledge, little gets implemented (Pfeffer and Sutton 1999)  

Organizational science 

Years pass with negligible gains in useable  knowledge (Starbuck 2006) 

Environmental psychology 

Publications are geared more to career development than making an impact 
on the ground; literature is largely invisible to practitioners (McKenzie-Mohr 

2000) 



Operational Model for  

sustainability science research 
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Assessment Planning Management 

Project Phase 

Valuation 

Knight , Cowling and Campbell 2006 Conservation Biology 
Cowling et al. 2008 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 



“Would you give me your own and personal definition of what the words 

biodiversity and sustainability mean to you?”  

30% could spontaneously provide a definition; 

none offered a textbook definition 

57% needed prompting before they could 

provide an intuitive definition  

of those that did provide definitions (with or 

without prompting), 94% did include aspects 
of nature in their definitions  

95% of the councillors could spontaneously 

provide a definition of sustainability  

of these, 49% provided definitions that did 

not refer in any way to nature or the natural 
environment  

Biodiversity 

Sustainability  

Wilhelm-Rechmann and Cowling (2011) Conservation Letters 



Problem Cause Moral judgment Solution 

losing our  

nature 

need for 
development  

sad but 
unavoidable  

impossible 

conservation is 

socially unjust 

maintains/re-

establishes 

racist  system  

unacceptable reject 

conservation 

conservation is 

disrespectful 

conservationists 

are aggressive 

and arrogant; 

disrespectful of 

the needs of the 

poor 

unacceptable reject 

conservation 

Utopian 

endeavour 

conservationists 

are naïve about 

issues 

pitiable  ignore 

arguments 

Results of the frame analysis 
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A transdisciplinary framework for knowledge (adapted from 

Max-Neef 2005) 

Bad governance trap 





Three anathemas 

• Share 

• Control population growth 

• Reduce consumption 



Steady state economy 

is an economy of relatively stable size. It features stable 

population and stable consumption that remain at or below 

carrying capacity 

Environmental, lifestyle and moral advantages 















Modern humans arose here about 160 000 

years ago, and NOT in Europe 40 000 

years ago 










